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Global Tax Update
CANADA

Stock Appreciation Rights: Be Considerate
of Dividends
Many companies offer long-term incentive
schemes in the form of equity compensation
to various employees or consultants with a goal
of retaining talent and allowing participants
of these Plans to share in the growth of
the company. These equity compensation
plans may include Restricted Share Units,
Restricted Share Awards, Stock Option Plans, or
sometimes Share Appreciation Rights.
While these compensation items may
attract participants, it is important to ensure
that both the company and participants are
aware of the nuances related to the taxation
of these items, especially since taxation
is closely dependent on the terms and
conditions of each Plan. No one single Plan
is identical to another, and a change of one
single clause in the Plan has the power to
significantly alter the resulting tax implications.
Stock Appreciation Rights (“SARs”) are not
explicitly defined in Canada’s Income Tax Act,
but they are commonly known as phantom
plans that entitle the participant to receive an
amount equal to the appreciation in the value
of the underlying shares from the date that the
SAR is granted until the date that it is exercised.
Typically, where certain conditions are
met, SARs are considered to have no value at
grant, and its value is considered dependent
on future services to be rendered. Therefore,
where certain conditions are met, taxation of
SARs typically arise at the time of vest, when
the participant has fulfilled the required
vesting conditions and are eligible for payout
of the appreciation in value.
However, where the Plan entitles a
participant to a dividend-equivalent prior
to time of vest, where the value and timing
of this dividend-equivalent is dependent
on the actual dividend payments made
to shareholders of the underlying shares,
taxation of the Plan may be accelerated to the
time that the participant becomes entitled to
receive the first such dividend-equivalent.
This acceleration in timing of taxation is a
result of the Salary Deferral Rules in Canada,
where deferred amounts are taxed currently
as earned and not upon receipt at vest. Once
these Salary Deferral Rules have been triggered,
any appreciation under the Plan must be
reported as income on an annual basis, instead
of reported once in aggregate at time of vest.
Still, this does not imply that dividendequivalents are not recommended and
should never appear in Plans. Situations may
arise where a dividend-equivalent is present
in the Plan but does not cause acceleration
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of the timing of taxation. The terms and
conditions of the Plan is key, and care must
be taken to ensure that the wording of the
Plan allows for favourable taxation.
BDO Comment
As the terms and conditions of each Plan
vary, it remains pertinent that a Plan is
reviewed prior to the initial issuance so that
the Plan may be modified, as necessary, to
ensure favourable taxation where possible.
Where issuances have already been granted
under the Plan, the review may still offer
insight into any taxation concerns and offer
recommendations for future issuances.
Where a company wishes to have absolute
guarantee on the taxation of a Plan, an
official Advance Tax Ruling would need to
be requested with the Income Tax Rulings
Directorate at the Canada Revenue Agency.
These official rulings may take 90 days or
longer to process, and therefore would need
to be initiated early if the company hopes
to obtain an official ruling prior to the first
issuance under the Plan.

Where a company
wishes to have
absolute guarantee
on the taxation of
a Plan, an official
Advance Tax Ruling
would need to be
requested with the
Income Tax Rulings
Directorate at
the Canada
Revenue Agency

HONG KONG

Legal limits for unpaid wages on bankruptcy
and Covid-19
The large surge in Covid cases in Hong
Kong in recent months is certain to have a
detrimental effect on those businesses in
sectors that have been hardest hit by the
pandemic, such as restaurants and bars,
hotels, travel, entertainment, health and
fitness. The leading companies in these
sectors have predicted that the business
losses could exceed HK$11 billion. The
worst-case scenario would involve a surge
of closures which would inevitably increase
the unemployment rate and the number
of claims for unpaid wages made to the
Protection of Wages on Insolvency Fund
(PWIF) by workers whose employers have
gone bankrupt.
Since early 2020, Hong Kong, like many
other locations, has been dealing with a
challenging economic downturn resulting
from the COVID-19 pandemic and some
businesses may not be able to pay their
employees before they become insolvent or
go bankrupt.
When an employer has failed to pay
employees’ entitlements due to insolvency
or bankruptcy, the employees may present a
winding-up or bankruptcy petition to recover
debts owed by an insolvent employer under
the provisions of Protection of Wages on
Insolvency Ordinance. At the same time, the
employees may also apply for an ex-gratia
payment (including unpaid wages, pay for
outstanding annual leave and statutory
leave, wages in lieu of notice, and severance
payments) from the PWIF. The PWIF is
financed by an annual charge of HK$250 on
each business registration certificate issued.
Under the provisions of The Companies
(Winding Up and Miscellaneous Provisions)
Ordinance (CWUMPO), when a company
is wound up, certain debts relating to
employee entitlements must be paid out
of the company’s assets before settling any
debts owed to other unsecured creditors.
The CWUMPO also gives priority to
employees over other creditors in respect of
payments made from the PWIF.
According to the Protection of Wages on
Insolvency Ordinance, the ex- gratia payment
that may be made from the PWIF covers the
following (on the following page):
In general, a claim for payment from the
PWIF must be made within six months of the
last day of employment.
The headline statistics on the PWIF
published by the Labour Department
revealed the latest position of the fund.
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The table below, outlines the number of
claims for exgratia payments processed and
approved, and the accumulated surplus of
the PWIF from January 2017 to June 2021:
According to the statistics, there was a
significant increase in the number of claims
for ex-gratia payments in the first six months
of 2021. The number of claims approved and
the total amount paid to claimants increased
by more than one-third compared with the
same period in 2020.
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has had a
catastrophic effect on businesses throughout
the region, but some sectors have been harder
hit than others, and some business leaders
have warned that more companies will face
insolvency or bankruptcy and have to close.

This would lead to more people losing their
jobs, and more claims for ex-gratia payments.
However, the current limits that apply to
claims are based on average earnings that have
not been updated for decades. For example,
the current ceiling of HK$36,000 is equivalent
to four months on an average monthly salary
of HK$8,000, which has not been updated
since 1996. With the prospect of more
companies closing, some have argued that
the government urgently needs to consider
amending the Protection of Wages on
Insolvency Ordinance by increasing the caps
on the four ex-gratia payment items that can
be claimed from the PWIF. This would ensure
that employees whose earnings exceed the
current limit are protected.

On several occasions over the past
two decades, representatives from the
labour unions, accounting professions,
the Legislative Council and various other
stakeholders, have voiced their concerns to
the government about the cap on wages in
arrears, arguing that it should be increased to
align it with the latest median monthly pay.
In July 2021, the labour unions reiterated that
a review of the current ceiling on wages in
arrears was imminent in view of the current
unemployment situation. The statistics for
2020 show that the average claim for wages
in arrears that year was HK$41,482. Because
the cap is set at HK$36,000, this means that
claimants were facing an average loss of
HK$5,482. The labour unions therefore urged
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the government to increase the upper limit
to HK$76,000 (equivalent to four times the
adjusted monthly median pay of HK$19,000
for the fourth quarter of 2019) as soon as
possible, so that people are able to receive
fair compensation for what they are owed by
their former employers.
In December 2021, the Commissioner
of Labour responded to questions from
the media about the above request by
confirming that the Board of the PWIF was
investigating increasing the upper limits for
ex-gratia payment items and considering
appropriate adjustments for each item.
The government’s proposal to abolish the
offsetting of severance payments and long
service payments with employers’ mandatory
contributions under the Mandatory
Provident Fund (MPF) system (the ‘abolition
arrangements’) would have a significant impact
on the ex-gratia payments for severance
pay that the PWIF would have to make –
and, in turn, on the fund’s financial position.
Therefore, the Board of the PWIF is reviewing
the details of the abolition arrangements that
have almost been concluded and will present
their review and proposals to the Labour
Advisory Board. The Board is expected to
report on its proposed amendments to the
Protection of Wages on Insolvency Ordinance
to the Legislative Council Panel on Manpower
during the first half of 2022, and will also
introduce the proposed amendments to the
Legislative Council in 2022.
BDO Comment
In addition to the above, we are aware that
many employers in Hong Kong are small or
medium sized enterprises that might be
unable to afford a substantial rise in the
annual business registration certificate fee
(currently, HK$250 per certificate) to cover
the proposed significant increase to the upper
limits attached to the ex-gratia payment
items covered by the PWIF, especially during
the current economic downturn. In general,
therefore, the business sector is unlikely to
support the proposals mentioned in this
article. In view of the complexity of this topic
and the controversy surrounding it, in addition
to the potential impacts on Hong Kong’s
entrepreneurs, labour market, economy and
wider community, it will be difficult for the
employment and business sectors to reach
a consensus on the proposed amendments
and pass them to the Legislative Council for
approval in 2022. However, we will continue
to keep you informed as this matter develops.

INDIA

Tribunal case found for no fixed place
permant establishment in India in relation
to Japanese multinational with employees
working in India
A Delhi tribunal decision earlier this year has
found in favour of the taxpayer deciding no
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fixed place permanent establishment (PE) of
the employer existed in India. This case was
essentially relating to engineers from a Japanese
multinational corporation visiting the premises
of an Indian affiliate to provide technical
support in the factory of the Indian affiliate.
The tribunal held that merely providing
access to the Indian facility would not
amount to the place being at the disposal
of the taxpayer. Though the taxpayer had
access to the Indian factory premises, it was
for the limited purposes of rendering agreed
services without any rights to use or control
over the premises.

Though the
taxpayer had
access to the Indian
factory premises,
it was for the
limited purposes
of rendering agreed
services without
any rights to use
or control over
the premises
The tribunal also held that the Japanese
company was not conducting a business in
India. The tax authorities had sought to argue
that the title to parts manufactured by the
Japanese company and sold to the Indian
affiliate transferred in India and therefore there
was a PE. The tribunal disagreed with this.
Finally, there was examination of whether
the Japanese company was carrying on a
supervisory activity in connecting with an
installation project in India for more than six
months which under the terms of the Japan/
India treaty would also have created a PE.
BDO Comment
This case is a good example of the issues that
business travellers can cause multinationals
even where no PE is expected. It is a

cautionary story of how such activities need
to be carefully monitored to be sure no
PE is created and to be sure sufficient
documentation is maintained to defend this
in the event of challenge.

PORTUGAL

Non-habitual resident in Portugal
Under the Portuguese Personal Income
Tax law, an individual is considered to be
Portuguese tax resident if he meets at least
one of the following requirements:
• The individual remains in Portugal more
than 183 days in any period of 12 months
• The individual’s stay for a shorter period but in
any day of that shorter period the individual
has in Portugal a main abode and uses that
main abode as if it is his principal house.
Partial Tax Residency:
Under the Portuguese tax law, an individual
can be partial tax resident since 1 January
2015. The fact that the spouse is not in
Portugal will not hinder the Portuguese
tax residency provided that the other
residency links are fulfilled. The taxpayer
tax resident in Portugal is considered as
“separated” (not divorced).
Once you become Portuguese tax
resident, you can be taxed under two
different systems:
Ordinary tax regime:
• Applicable when you do not qualify for
the special tax regime
• Taxation on a world-wide basis
• Progressive tax rates (from 14.5% to 48%)
plus surcharge tax (from 2.5% to 5%) if
taxable basis exceeds €80,000 and up to
€250,000 or over €250,000
• Most overseas sourced income is taxed
and disclosed herein although an internal
tax credit relief is available.
Non-habitual tax regime:
• Applicable when you meet the specific
local residency requirements plus proof
of tax residency overseas in the last 5 (five)
years prior to application
• Taxation on a world-wide basis
• Flat 20% tax rate on employment or selfemployment income deriving from high
added value activities plus surcharge tax
(if applicable)
• Exemption on wide extension of passive
income sourced overseas if income is
potentially taxed on source due to specific
DTA provision.
Two Different Ways To Be Taxed In Portugal
• Interests, dividends, pensions (*) and
royalties if sourced overseas may be
exempt in Portugal if certain DTA (**)
provisions apply (may be tax clause on the
DTA with the source Country is enough)
• Local benefits are available to income
NOT deriving from countries listed as TAX
HAVENS (Black List).
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Revenues from some jurisdictions which are
black listed will still get the exemption when
they also have a DTA with Portugal (example:
UAE or Hong Kong – cfr. recent developments).
AND
• In Portugal there is no wealth tax and Gifts
and Inheritances are not taxed if made
between next of kin (spouses and children)
• Employment or self-employment income
of high added value activities is taxable on
a worldwide basis at a flat tax rate of:
a. 20% flat tax with no cap
b. Employment income taxed overseas is
exempt in Portugal.
High added value activities:
• Engineers; Biologists; ITs experts and
programmers; artists and performers,
qualified professionals who work in
industry, agriculture experts. The list is
somewhat wide for technical professions
not obliging superior levels
• No need to get a clearance from the
local tax authorities, however, we advise
that a defensive file is prepared in case of
challenge by Tax Authorities.
Update Approach On Taxation Of PENSIONS
On 31 March 2020, the State General Budget for
2020 amended the RNH regime by revoking the
local exemption for foreign pensions income
and imposed a flat 10% tax rate.

The previous
NHR regime made
pensions of foreign
sources exempt
from IRS
The previous NHR regime made pensions
of foreign sources exempt from IRS.
Nonetheless Grandfathering rules were
also approved. The old regime could still be
applied to individuals :
• On the date of entry into force of this law,
were already registered as NHR
• On the date of entry into force of this law,
had already made their applications for the
status of the NHR
• On 31 March 2020, were already tax
residents in Portugal and apply for
registration as NHR until 31 March 2021.

Taxpayers who become tax residents
in Portugal after 1 April 2020, will be
obligatorily subject to the new rules, being
compulsorily covered by the new NHR
regime - that is, 10% effective local personal
income tax rate on foreign pensions.
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